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AND ARCHIEVEMENT LEVEL
Jürgen Rost
Christian-Albrechts-Universität zu Kile

Summary. The negative correlation between gain score and initial status is one of
ȱȱȱȱȱȱȱǯȱȱȱȱĜȱod is proposed to get valid information about the relationship between change
ȱȱȱȱǯȱȱęȱȱĴȱȱǰȱȱȱ
became aware of the fact that the proposed rotation of the 2-dimensional space
ęȱ¢ȱȬȱȱȬȱȱ¢ȱȱȱȱȱ¢ȱǯǯȱ
Oltham 50 years ago. However, there is no reason to withdraw the paper, since
the majority of empirical researchers still try to derive correct results on the relaȱȱȱȱ ȱ ȱȱȱȱĜȱȱȱȱ
the data space by 45 degrees. Adressed to these researchers, I would say ‘it’s time
to make a change.’
Key words: archievement level, rejeated measurement.

The book on Problems in measuring change by Harris (1963) was a milestone in
the development of methods for measuring change. It addresses methodological
problems and statistical artefacts on the common way of analysing change data that
also were considered to be dilemmas, i.e. unsolvable problems (Bereiter, 1963). In
the meantime, many solutions for these problems have been discussed in the literature, but not all of them have been accepted as a solution by applied researchers.
One of them is the negative correlation between initial status and change (Rogosa
ȱĴǰȱŗşŞśǲȱȱȱ ǰȱŘŖŖŚǵǼǰȱȱȱȱȱ ȱ
the mean (Campbell and Kenny, 1999) and a third one the lack of reliability of difȱȱǻǰȱŗşşŜǲȱǰȱŗşşşǲȱǰȱŘŖŖřǼǯ
In this paper, there will be proposed only one new argument, and this may
even not be new. However, if one proceeds in accordance with this, the three menAdres do korespondencji: Jürgen Rost, e-mail: an@j-rost.de
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tioned problems loose their property of being a problem. There is no widely accepted taxonomy of problems of measuring change, but a source of many problems is
connected to the question, if the amount of change in a two-time-points measureȱȱȱȱȱȱȱǯȱȱȱ ¢ȱȱęȱ
ȱ ȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱǻěǼȱǯȱ  ver, this is exactly what should not be done.

ȱȱȱ ȱȱȱȱ
Whenever two stochastically independent variables X and Y are measured and
ȱěȱD = Y – X is correlated with either the subtrahend or the subtractor,
the correlation is negative in the case of X and positive in the case of Y. Moreover,
if both distributions are uniform, it can be calculated that r(X,DǼȱƽȱȬǆŖǯśȱƽȱȬŖǯŝŖŝȱȱ
r(Y,D) = ǆŖǯśȱƽȱŖǯŝŖŝǯȱȱȱȱȱǰȱȱȱȱȱ ȱȱ
correlated here, D, is a function of the others, X and Y.
In the context of measuring change, this becomes to be a problem, as the correlation of X and D often is calculated for empirical data in order to get information
about the dependence of change on the initial status. The size of these correlation
Ĝȱȱȱȱǰȱȱȱȱȱ¡ȱȱȱȱ
the data and logical necessity. There is much less interest in the correlation of D
and Y, which is positive for independent variables. From an applied perspective,
the positive correlation between D and Y makes sense, because high Y-values can
easier be reached by persons with a high learning gain. The backside of the coin, i.e.
the negative correlation between D and X, contradicts the educational expectation,
that bright students (high XȬǼȱȱȱȱěǰȱȱ¢ȱȱ
Ĵȱȱȱȱȱȱ ȱȱȱȱ ȱ
the treatment provides. Students who perform worse are expected to have smaller
learning gain.
Of course, those considerations are obsolete, since the reported correlations
have no interpretations at all, they are statistical phenomena without any empirical meaning. The statistical relations make it impossible to interpret an empirically
ȱȱ ȱȱȱȱȱȱĴȱȱȱǯȱȱ
empirical relations, e.g. whether poorly performing students have a smaller learȱěǰȱȱȱ ȱȱȱȱȱȱǯȱ ȱȱȱȱȱ
of the unsolved problems of change measurement to disentangle the empirical and
the statistical proportion of the calculated correlation between pretest and learning
gain.
¢ȱĴȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱture. Not successful are those proposals, that focus on the error of measurement.
The measurement error may strengthen the negative correlation between pretest
ȱěǰȱȱȱ ȱ ȱ ȱȱ ȱX is correlated with the negative
ȱȱȱȱȱȱȱěǯȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱ
ȱȱ¢ȱȱĴȱȱǻǰȱǰȱŗşŜŞǰȱǯȱŝřǼǯȱȱ
ȱęȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱǯ
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ȱ¢ȱȱ ¢ȱȱȱȱěȱȱȱȱ ȱȱ
ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ěȱ ǯȱ ǰȱ
e.g., half of the items of the test instrument were used for computing the pretest
ȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱěȱǰȱȱȱȱȬŖǯŝřȱ
 ȱȱȱěȱȱȱȬŖǯśŜȱȱȱȱȱȱ ȱ
20 items.
ȱȱęȱȱ¡ȱ ȱȱȱȱȱȱȱserved even for data that are free of any error of measurement. Figure 1 shows
ȱĴȬȱȱŗŜȱȱ ȱ¢ȱȱȱȱȱ
X and YȱǻęȱŗǼǯ
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ȱŗǯȱŗŜȱęȱȱ ȱȱȱȱȬȱȱĴȱȱǻǼȱȱ
ȱȱ ȱȱěȱȱY-XǲȱǻǼȱȱǻǼ

Figures 1b and 1c show the negative correlation between X and D = Y – X, and
the positive between Y and D, respectively. Correlating D with X produces the same
value of a negative correlation as the correlation of D and Y shows in the positive
direction (-0.707 and + 0.707, which is cosine (45º) or 0.5). One conclusion of the
ȱȱȱęȱ ȱȱȱȱęȱȱ ȱȱěrence scores and achievement level should vanish, if both measures, X and Y, were
used to estimate the achievement level.

ȱ£ȱȱ ȱěȱȱȱ
The most straightforward way of taking into account both measures, X and Y,
for the measurement of the achievement level1, would be to take the sum of both,
S = X + Y, as an estimate of the individual level. Figure 2 shows that D and S are
uncorrelated as X and Y are.
ȲǯǯȱȱȱȱŗşŜřȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱ
arguments for this method.
1
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ȱŘǱȱȱęȱȱȱȱȱ

ȱȱȱȱ ȱȱęȱŘȱȱȱ Ȭȱȱęȱ¢ȱ
S and Dȱ¢ȱȱȱŚśķȱȱȱȱȱȱęȱ¢ȱX and Y. Obvio¢ǰȱȱȱȱȱȱȱěȱȱ ȱȱȱȱ ȱ¢ȱ
ȱ ǰȱ ȱ ¢ȱ ęȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ  Ȭȱ ǯȱ ȱ
can be proven that the angle of rotation, caused by addition and subtraction of the
coordinates exactly is 45º.
Figure 3 shows a person located in the X-Y-system at point (6, 3) so that this
person has coordinates 6 + 3 = 9 and 3 – 6 = -3 in the S-DȬ¢ǯȱȱȱęȱ
a triangle where the tangens of the angle at the origin equals the ratio of the coordiȱȱȱǯȱȱȱȱȱǻȱęȱřǼȱȱȱȱȱȱȱ
coordinates, 6 and 3, which is 0.5, and the tangens of beta is the ratio of 9 and -3,
which is -0.33. Since tangens (26,56º) = 0.5 and tangens (18.44º) = 0.33, the sum of
alpha and beta exactly is 45º.
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Figure 3: The rotation by 45°
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ȱȱȱęȱȱ ȱȱȱȱȱȱ¢ȱȱȱ
vector algebra2. Let A and BȱȱȱȱȱŘȬȱȱȱęȱřǱ
x
x+y
A = y and B = y – x ,
then the fundamental theorem about the angle between two vectors in a two-dimensional space,
AB
AA BB

cos (y) =

(1)

gives the following result:
x(x + y) + y(y – x)

cos (y) =

x2 + y2 + (x + y)2 + (x – y)2

=

x2 + y2
x2 + y2

x2 + y2 2

(1)

(2)

which, again, is the cosine of 45º.
From this perspective, the calculation of the correlation between X and D relates
 ȱǰȱȱ ȱȱȱěȱȱȱȱȱ Ȭȱ
space. Correlating X and D generates the problem of a negative bias that can be avoided by deciding for one of the two representations of data, the X-Y-representation
or the S-D-representation. Of course, both representations can be used to describe
the data, but not in the same statistical analysis (e.g. X as a predictor and D as the
criterion in a regression analysis).
The observed measures X and Yȱęȱȱȱǰȱ ȱ¢ȱ
ȱ ȱ ȱ ¢ȱ ȱ ǰȱ ǯǯȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ Ȭȱ ȱ Ĵȱ ȱ
the correlation of X and Y: var(X), var(Y), and corr(X,Y). In the case of measuring
ǰȱȱȱȱȱȱěȱȱD, that are obtained by rotation of
the X and Y axis of the bivariate distribution by 45 degrees. The second axis of the
ȱȱȱęȱ¢ȱȱȱȱX and Y. The three parameters of the rotated
representation, var(S), var(D), and corr(S,D), can be obtained from the original parameters by the following transformations.
var(S) = var(X) + var(Y) + 2cov(X,Y)
and
var(D) = var(X) + var(Y) – 2cov(X,Y),
(3)
where cov(X,Y) is the covariance of X and Y. Replacing the covariances by the corresponding correlation terms,
cov(X,Y) = corr(X,YǼȱǆǻXǼȱǆǻY), gives the results
var(S) = var(X) + var(Y) + 2 corr(X,YǼȱǆǻXǼȱǆǻY)
ȲMy thanks to Gunnar Friege, who suggested the proof by vector algebra.

2
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and
var(D) = var(X) + var(Y) – 2 corr(X,YǼȱǆǻXǼȱǆǻY).
(4)
The covariance and correlation of S and D then is
cov(S,D) = cov(X + Y, Y-X)
= cov(X,Y) –var(X) + var(Y) – cov(X,Y)
= var(Y) – var(X),
(5)
and
corr(S,D) = (var(Y)-var(XǼǼȱȦȱǆǻSǼȱǆǻD).
The important conclusion of these equations is that the covariance of S and D
¢ȱȱȱěȱȱȬȱȱȱǯȱȱȱȱS and D,
 ǰȱȱȱȱȱȱȬȱȱĴȱ ȱȱȱȱȱces of S and D. The correlation of S and Dǰȱǰȱȱ£ȱȱȬȱȱĴȱȱȱ
same variance. The correlation can only be negative, if the pretest variance is higher
ȱȱĴȱǰȱȱȱȱǰȱȱȱĴȱȱȱǯ
ȱȱȱȱȱěȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱ
to compute their variance or the correlation of D and S. As a numerical example,
data from the PISA 2003 study will be used.

ȱ¡Ǳȱȱ ȱ ȱŘŖŖřȱȱȱ
The following data example is taken from the German longitudinal extension
of the PISA 2003 assessment (PISA-Konsortium Deutschland, 2006). In this national
extension 4353 ninth grade students from the main sample were tested a second
time one year later. In the science domain, the German science test (Rost et al., 2005)
has been used to investigate the achievement gain of students in this population. In
PISA studies the variances and correlations of the latent distributions are computed
and reported, which can be taken as estimates of the true-score variances and the
correlations of true-scores (Mislevy et al., 2002).
ȱ ȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȬȱȱĴȱȱȱȱriance, i.e. var(X) = var(Y) = 86² (Walter et al. 2006, p.112). According to the equations
above, the learning gain in this population is not related to the achievement level of
the students (corr(S,DǼȱƽȱŖǼǯȱȱȱȱȱȱĴȱ ȱǻX,Y) = 0.78
(p.113), which gives a variance of the gain scores var(D) = 57² (p.112) and a variance
of the sum scores var(S) = 162².
A deeper understanding of these results emerges, if the formulas above are
 ĴȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȬȱȱĴȱǻ ȱȱȱȱ
the present data example).
var(D) = 2var(T) – corr(X,Y) 2var(T)
and
var(S) = 2var(T) + corr(X,Y) 2var(T).
(6)
ȱȱȱȱěȱǰȱ ȱȱȱȱǻŝřşŜǼȱȱȱ¢ȱ
ȱȱȱȱęȱ¢ȱȱȱȱX and Y (0.78)
Var(D) = 14792-0.78*14792 = 57².
In case of the variance of the sum score, twice the test variance is increased by
the same amount
Var(S) = 14792 + 0.78*14792 = 162².
ȱȱȱȬȱȱĴȱęȱȱȱȱȱȱȱ
ȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱěȱȱȱ
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scores. However, the standard deviation of the sum score (162) is rather high, when
ȱȱȱȬȱȱĴȱȱȱȱȱȱŞŜǯȱȱȱȱ
this large value is given by the fact, that the variable S is the sum of two variables
and therefore has double sized values (see Oldham, 1962, p. 973). In order to make
them comparable with the original test scores, they should be divided by 2, i.e.
var(S/2) = ¼var(S) = 6582 = 81².
ȱȱȱȱȱ ȱȱěȱǰȱȱȱȱȱǰȱ
X and Yǰȱȱȱȱěǰȱǯǯȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱference,
var(D/2) = ¼var(D) = 813 = 28,5².
The variances of S/2 and D/2 add to the test variance,
Var(S/2) + var(D/2) = var(X)
(7)
6582 + 813 = 7396
About 89 percent (6582/7396) of the test variance contributes to the measurement of the achievement level and only 11 percent (813/7396) to the measurement
of change. This relation in size makes sense, because the trait measured by this
test (science literacy) has to be assumed stable, even for more than one year. The
ȱȱŗŗȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱĚǰȱȱȱȱ
considered as a big amount (section 6 below). However, the result that this amount
of individual variance of learning is not related to the level of achievement has not
expected apriorily. If the (fallacious) correlation between X and D would have been
calculated,
cov(X,D) = cov(X, Y-X) = cov(X,Y) –var(X)
and
corr(X,D) = (cov(X,Y)-var(XǼǼȱȦȱǆǻXǼȱǆǻD),
(8)
the result of corr(X,D) = – 0.33 would have (mistakenly) contradicted our expectation of a positive correlation between achievement level and learning gain.

ȱȱȱX-Y- and S-DȬȱȱȱ
One reason for the persisting use of the X-D-correlation in the analysis of chanȱȱȱȱȱȱȱĜ¢ȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱduals or subpopulations. Such treatments may be a therapy, teaching, programs for
ȱĴȱȱǰȱȱȱȱ ǯȱ ȱȱȱtions have to be distinguished in this context.
ǰȱȱ¢ȱȱȱȱȱȱȱĴȱȱȱships between the level of achievement, motivation etc. and the amount of change
of this variable. In this case, the proposed correlation of S and D certainly is an eleȱȱȱȱȱȱęȱȱȱ ȱȱȱ
ǯȱȱȱȱ ȱȱȱȱȱȱȱĴȱȱȱȱment level than the pretest alone.
The second case is given, if a prediction of the learning outcome has to be done
on the basis of only the pretest. Such a situation is given, e.g., when persons have
to be selected or assigned to some therapeutic program or training courses. Since
the prognosis refers to the increment D and the sum score S is not available yet,
a regression of D on the pretest X seems to be unavoidable.
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In that case, the regression equation for predicting the gain score D has to be
taken from an earlier study, where both measures, S and D, had been available. This
correlation of S and D can be taken for predicting D on the basis of the current pretest X. The rationale is, that X is in the case of no other information the best estimate
of the level measure S. Therefore, the change can be predicted by the pretest, but
ȱĜȱȱȱȱȱ¢ȱȱS and D. This will be illustrated by
a small data example.
ȱ ęȱ ȱ ¡ȱ ȱ ȱ X and Yȱ ǻȱ ęȱ ŗǼȱ ȱ ȱ
ęǰȱȱȱȱȱ ȱȱX-YȱȱȱȱƽȱŖǯŝŖŝȱǯȱ ȱǰȱȱĴȱ
ȱȱęȱȱȱȱ¡¢ȱȱȱęȱŗǰȱ¡ȱȱ¡ȱ ȱȱX and
Y. A reasonable good prediction of Y can be made on the basis of X. However, it can
ȱȱȱęȱŗǰȱȱȱȱȱȱĴȱǻ ȱȱ ȱȱȱ¡Ǽȱ
is much higher than of the pretest (sd(X) = 1.15 and sd(Y) = 1.63, sd: standard deviation). This indicates a positive correlation of level and change, which is corr(S,D) =
0.45 in the example.
A prediction of D, therefore, would be possible on the basis of S. The regression
equation is in the given example
D = 0.2 S + 0.2,
where DȱȱȱȱěǯȱȱȱȱȱŗǰȱŘǰȱřǰȱȱŚȱȱ
the following predictions of D: 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, and 1.0. Depending on the size of the
regression weight (b = 0.2) the range of the predicted D is smaller or larger. This
prediction would not be possible on the basis of the correlation of pretest and gain
score, corr(X,D), which is zero in this example.
This example illustrates, that there is no need to mix variables from the two
ȱ¢ǯȱ ȱȱĴȱȱY is not available yet for the individuals under consideration, a prognosis of D on the basis of the pretest measure
X is possible. The regression equation, i.e. the regression of D on S, has to be taken
from an earlier study.

ȱ ȱȱ
The regression towards the mean is a general principle in statistical analysis,
ȱȱȱęȱȱȱȱȱǯȱ ȱ¢ȱȱȱǰȱȱ
the predicted values are closer to the mean of the distribution than the observed
criterion values are. This phenomenon can easily be seen from the most simple regression equation Z y = corr(x,y)Zx, where Zy and Zx are the z-transformations of
predictor X and criterion Y. In some sense, the predictions underestimate high scores and overestimate low scores of the criterion.
This phenomenon has been considered to be relevant in the measurement of
change, because the prediction of the post test on the basis of a pre test, produces
ěȱȱȱȱ¢ȱȱ ȱX (Campbell and Kenny 1999,
Rogosa 1988). Low level performers get a higher (predicted) score in the post test
(closer to the mean) and high level performers get a lower score in the post test,
ȱȱȱȱěǯȱȱȱěȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱ
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observed pre test were correlated with the pretest, the negative correlation between
X and D can be seen again.
This regression phenomenon suggests that there is a second source that contributes to the (well known) negative correlation of X and D, and this second source
is active, when predictions were made by means of regression analysis. However,
ȱěȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱ ¢ǰȱȱȱęȱ
mechanism discussed above. If the regression is applied to the X-Y-system, then
the range (and variance) of the predicted Y-values is smaller than of the original Y.
This may lead to an underestimation of the correlation between level and growth,
because the correlation of S and DȱȱȱȱȱȱȱěȱȱȬȱȱ
pretest variance (see equation (5)).
ȱ ¢ȱȱȱȱ¢Ȭȱȱȱȱȱȱǵȱ ȱkes no sense to work with predicted Y-values as long as the original values are available. But if this is necessary, one should stay to the system that has been chosen,
X-Y or S-D. Calculating a linear regression of D on S, the regression to the mean
ěȱǰȱȱȱ¢ȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱ
performers. When D is the criterion variable, the variance of the estimated D is
smaller than of the observed D. But the correlation of D and S is not distorted by the
regression to the mean.
The regression to the mean only is a problem, if the criterion Y is predicted by
XȱȱȱȱěȱǰȱD = Y – X, is taken as an estimate of the learning gain. In that case, the correlation of ^D and X is even more negative then the
correlation of D and X already is. When the S-D representation is applied, none of
these statistical artefacts is given.

ȱ ȱ¢ȱȱěȱ
ěȱȱȱ ȱȱȱȱ ȱ¢ǯȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱ
debate about the question if change should be measured at all, beginning with
Cronbach and Furby (1970), continued by Collins (1996), Mellenbergh (1999) and
with a preliminary end by Fischer (2003). The crucial point is the distinction between reliability and precision, i.e. gain scores can be highly precise and nevertheless very unreliable, depending on the variances and covariances of the measures
in the population.
Only one argument that is often used in this context, shall be addressed here.
ȱ  ȱ ¢ȱ ȱ ěȱ ȱ ȱ Ĵȱ ȱ ȱ ǰȱ ȱ ȱ ěȱ
scores two variables are involved, X and Y, and both variables contribute their error
of measurement to the variable D. This is certainly true, but the sum score S also
Ěȱ ȱȱȱǰȱȱ¢ȱȱ¢ȱǯ
Let X’ be the true score of X and Y’ the true score of Y and Ex and Ey their error
variables, then
Var(Y-X) = Var(Y’ + Ey – X’-Ex) = Var(Y’-X’) + Var(Ey) + Var(Ex),
(9)
because all covariance terms with an error variable are zero. So it is true, that
ȱ ȱ ȱ ěȱ ȱ ȱ  ȱ ȱ ȱ ǰȱ ȱ ȱ
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ȬȱȱĴȱȱȱ¢ȱǯȱȱȱȱȱǰȱȱȱȱȱ ȱasures, e.g. S = X + YǰȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱěǱ
Var(X + Y) = Var(X’ + Ex + Y’ + Ey) = Var(X’ + Y’) + Var(Ex) + Var(Ey).
(10)
Therefore, within the S-DȬ¢ǰȱ ȱ ěȱ  ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ
gain measures (D) and level measures (S) cannot be due to error of measurement.
ȱȱȱȱȱȱěȱȱ¢ǰȱȱȱȱȱriance. The true score variance of a sum usually is higher than the true score vaȱȱȱěǯȱȱȱǰȱȱȱȱȱȱȱ ȱȱȱȱ
ȱȱȱȱȱěǰȱ ȱȱȱȱȱȱȱǱ
Var(X + Y) = Var(X) + Var(Y) + 2Cov(X,Y)
Var(X-Y) = Var(X) + Var(Y)-2Cov(X,Y).
(11)
ȱȱȱȱěȱȱǰȱȱȱȱȱǯȱ ȱȱȱ
that X and Yȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱ ȱěȱȱǰȱȱ
correlation usually is high positive. But if the goal is to measure change, then preȱĴȱȱȱȱ¢ȱǯ
As a result, S and D have the same amount of measurement error, but due to
ȱěȱȱȱǰȱȱȱȱ¢ȱěǯȱȱsion is rather trivial, i.e. change can only be measured reliably, if there is substantial
change. But change can be measured with high precision even if the gain scores
have no strong variance (Fischer 2003).

Conclusions
Some of the persisting dilemmas in the measurement of change are due to a fallacious separation of information about gain and information about level in the data.
ȱȱěȱȱĴȱY and pretest X, D = Y-X, is taken as a measure of change, then it is problematic to base the level measure only on the pretest X. The well
 ȱ ǻęǼȱ ȱ ȱ  ȱ ěȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ
ȱȱȱ ȱȱȱȱȱȱęȱ¢ȱX, but symmetrically, by
X and Y, e.g. by S = X + Y. S operationalises the ‘middle’ status, instead of the initial
status (as X does).
The two-dimensional space of S and D is a simple rotation of the X-Y space by
45° , preserving the empirical correlations between level and gain. The correlation
of level (S) and gain (D) depends on the variances of X and Y, as well as on the correlation of X and Y, and can be calculated by this information without calculating the
D-scores or S-scores. Both representations of change data, the X-Y-system and the
S-D-system work well, as long as their variables are not mixed, as happens in the
correlation of D and X. The transformation of the X-Y-system into the S-D-system
ȱȱȱȱȱ¡ȱȱęȱ ǰȱȱȱȱȱȱ
X-Y-system.
From a state-trait perspective, both variables X and YȱĚȱȱȱȱ
and a state component. The trait component is stable over the two time points of
ǰȱȱȱȱĚȱȱěȱȱȱ ȱǯȱȱ
mean of the two variables is a measure of what is common to both variables, the
traitǯȱȱěȱȱȱ ȱȱȱȱȱȱ ȱȱěǰȱȱstate.
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The prediction of change can be done by the mean level SǰȱȱȱȱĴȱ
data are available. In the case of only X-measures have been assessed, the prediction
of D-scores is possible on the basis of Xȱ¢ǯȱ  ǰȱȱȱĜȱ
ȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱĴǰȱ ȱȱȱȱD
on S has been conducted.
As a consequence of staying with one representation, X-Y or S-D, the statistical
phenomenon of regression towards the meanȱȱȱȱȱěȱȱȱdiction of change. Because of the symmetry in the S-D-system, it cannot longer be
ȱȱěȱȱěȱȱȱȬ£ȱȱȱǰȱ
whereas X or Y have a single error of measurement only: the sum scores S have the
same two error variables as D. However, the sum scores have a higher (true score)
ȱȱȱěȱȱǰȱȱ ȱȱȱ¢ȱȱěrence scores. The variances of S and D are an empirical result and provide informaȱȱ¢ȱȱȱȱȱȱȱěȱȱȱǯ
ȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱǰȱǯǯȱĚȱ
ȱȱěȱȱȱȬȱȱĴǰȱȱȱȱȱ¢ȱȱȱȱȱȱ ȱȬȱȱĴǯȱȱȱȱ
change has lost some irritating phenomena, simply by switching from X to S.
Tu and Gilthorpe (2006) presented a very detailed analysis and evaluation of
the Oldham method, which is essentially the method presented here. They conculde „that Oldham’s method has been misunderstood for many years” (p. 456), a
statement that still can be regarded as true.
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